Multiple modalities can provide more valuable information than single one by describing the same contents in various ways. Previous methods mainly focus on fusing the shallow features or high-level representations generated by unimodal deep networks, which only capture part of the hierarchical correlations across modalities. In this paper, we propose to densely integrate the representations by greedily stacking multiple shared layers between different modalityspecific networks, which is named as Dense Multimodal Fusion (DMF). The joint representations in different shared layers can capture the correlations in different levels, and the connection between shared layers also provides an efficient way to learn the dependence among hierarchical correlations. These two properties jointly contribute to the multiple learning paths in DMF, which results in faster convergence, lower training loss, and better performance. We evaluate our model on audiovisual speech recognition and cross-modal retrieval. The noticeable performance demonstrates that our model can learn more effective joint representation.
INTRODUCTION
The same contents or events can be described in multiple kinds of modalities in the real world. That is, the verbal, vocal, and visual modality can be jointly used for expression in different scenarios. Sometimes, one of them can also provide complementary information for the other one. Considering that visual modality is free of audio noise, it can provide efficient information for speech recognition in the noisy environment [2] . Hence, multiple modalities can jointly provide more valuable information than single one, and there have been many works over the years making use of multimodal data for specific tasks, such as Audiovisual Speech Recognition (AVSR) [3] , and cross-modal retrieval [5] .
Although these works benefit from the valuable multimodal data, different modalities take diverse representations and statistical properties. These different representation-This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China grant under number 61772427 and 61751202. s make it difficult to capture the complex correlation across modalities [4] . Fortunately, as these modalities are used to describe the same contents, they should share similar patterns to some extent. Recently, deep learning methods have shown their effectiveness in generating useful feature representation [6, 7, 4] . Hence, they propose to learn a kind of joint representation across the top layers of modality-specific networks. The motivation beyond this strategy is that they assume the high-level representations contain sufficient semantic information and the shared patterns across modalities exist in the semantic level. However, there remain two open questions about such strategy. First, if the high-level representations of each modality can provide sufficient information to capture the complex correlation across modalities, especially when the input data are hand-craft features. Second, if the shared patterns only exist in the semantic level or the representation in specific single layer? Actually, the fusion across the high-level representations works like the classical late fusion that fuses the semantic concepts from unimodal features [8] . Compared with other fusion strategies (e.g., early fusion), the late fusion can only capture the correlation in the semantic level but fail to exploit other kinds of correlations, such as the covariation in the early feature level [9] , the hierarchical supervision throughout the whole network [10] . Therefore, a kind of hierarchical fusion should be expected for capturing the complex correlations across modalities.
In this paper, to capture the complex correlations across modalities, we propose to densely integrate the representations of different networks, where the higher joint representation not only fuses the modality-specific representations in the same layer but also is conditioned on the lower joint one, which is named as Dense Multimodal Fusion (DMF). Different from the traditional fusion scheme based on deep networks, the learned joint representation in the hidden layer can simultaneously capture the covariation in the early fusion and the correlation between the inherent semantic of modalities. More importantly, the dense fusion provides multiple learning paths to enhance the interaction across modalities. For example, when one modality is with high uncertainty or missing, it can be efficiently inferred from the multi-level fused information. To evaluate the proposed DMF scheme, we perform different multimodal tasks on several benchmark datasets, including AVSR, and cross-modal retrieval. Extensive exper-iments show that DMF is superior to the traditional fusion schemes in these tasks, not only in the conditions of multimodal inputs but also unimodal input.
DENSE MULTIMODAL FUSION
To capture the correlation across modalities, an intuitive way is to directly concatenate the different features of them, then employ multiple layers of nonlinear transformation to generate the high-level joint representation [11] , which is named as Early Multimodal Fusion (EMF), as shown in Fig. 1 . Unfortunately, although such fusion increases the dimensionality, it lacks the ability in capturing more complex correlation across modalities [7] . To tackle the problems of EMF, the general idea is to reduce the influence of individual differences and improve the shared semantic [4] . As the shared layer exists in the middle part of the whole multimodal network, such fusion is named as Intermediate Multimodal Fusion (IMF) [12] .
Based on the previous multimodal networks, we can easily find that they share the fusion scheme that consists of one shared layer and two modality-specific layers. Such multimodal units have the ability in capturing the correlation between different layers [7, 1] . In this paper, we employ dense multimodal fusion to learn the complex hierarchical correlations between the representations of different modalities. There are mainly two parts that constitute the proposed DMF, the stacked modality-specific layers and the stacked shared layers. For the former, we can obtain multiple representations in different levels after several stacked layers of nonlinear transformation for each modality, which contain not only the detailed descriptions but also the semantic information. For the latter, to capture the correlations between different modalities in each representation level, several shared layers are densely stacked to correlate modality-specific networks. Each shared layer not only has the ability to capture the correlation in the current level, but also has the capacity to learn the dependency among the correlations. Hence, DM-F can capture more complex hierarchical correlation between modalities, and the experimental results also confirm this.
Multi-paths for Multimodal Learning
To capture the complex hierarchical correlations between modalities, multiple learning paths (in both feed-forward and back-propagation) of the intra-modality and inter-modality should be expected. However, the traditional multimodal networks, i.e., EMF and IMF, contain only one path for learning such correlations. EMF is like a kind of unimodal network but based on the concatenated multimodal features, therefore the top layer just relies on the previous shared layer, and only the error of the shared layer can be propagated to each modality, which is weak in modeling the individual properties of each modality and the correlations in other levels. Concretely, for a IMF of L layers, the top shared layer is obtained by 1 ,
where f (·) is the sigmoid activation function, W x→s L is the matrix of pairwise weights between elements of h x L and s L , and similarly for W y→s L . This is a standard multimodal unit. However, the hidden layers, h x L and h y L , just rely on the modality-specific representations, hence, there exists only one path for learning the correlation across modalities. On the other hand, when backward propagating the error, the gradient to current hidden layer of modality x is written as,
where ε stands for the objective function. The error of the joint representation is propagated via the term of ∂ε ∂h x l+1 , therefore, the modality-specific weights can be only optimized with respect to the correlation in the top layer.
Compared with the single learning path in EMF and IMF, DMF enjoys multiple paths when feeding the joint representation and propagating the errors, as shown in Fig. 2 . The corresponding update and optimization are written as, Feed-forward:
Back-propagation:
where W x l−1 is the modality-specific weight between layer h x l−1 and h x l , while W s l−1 is the weight between adjacent shared layers. These weights of {W x , W x→s , W s } jointly model the intra-and inter-modalities correlations, similarly for modality y. In Fig. 2 , we can easily find that there are three paths feeding the shared layer s l from modality x, where the green and yellow one are the same as the paths of IMF and EMF, respectively. These two help to capture the shallow and deep correlation between modalities. The remaining blue path indicates the correlations in the middle layers. When the number of stacked multimodal units increases, there will be more paths connected to higher shared layers. Hence, DMF is more capable of capturing the complex correlation between modalities, not only the ones in the same layer but also in the cross-layers.
On the other hand, to efficiently optimize the network and infer the shared layers, multiple paths of back-propagation are performed in the DMF. The purple and red path denote the error propagated from the modality-specific network and top shared layer, respectively. They preserve the consistency of intra-modality and inter-modality, which then help to establish the correlations in other layers. Different from EMF and IMF, the distinct orange path is the error propagated via both the shared layer and modality layer.
As the shared layer in each level contains significant representation generated from both modalities, the orange path can provide efficient hierarchical supervision for each modality from the other one. More specifically, let M l denote W x→s l h x l + W y→s l h y l + W s l−1 s l−1 , then the second term in Eq. 5 can be re-written into
Recall that both the term of M l and M l+1 contain the generated information of modality y, hence the error propagated to the current layer of h x l contains hierarchical supervision from the other one. Moreover, the multi-level cross-modal supervision can also come from the term of ∂ε ∂h x l+1 in Eq. 5. Hence, when one modality is damaged or missing, DMF can still have the ability to provide efficient supervision from the other one and learn effective joint representation, which is also confirmed in the experiments. 
Model Variants
Dense fusion is not one specific network architecture but a novel fusion scheme or mechanism. Hence, it has different model variants for different multimodal learning tasks. One common task is taking advantage of the more valuable information of multiple modalities to perform more exact classification. For this task, DMF can be viewed as a discriminative model, where a regression layer is performed over the top joint representation, as shown in Fig. 3 . Such model can be finetuned to minimize the categorical cross-entropy after initializing the feed forward network. Fig. 3 . The DMF variants in the discriminative (left) and generative (right) task, respectively.
Another common task is to infer the robust joint representation with different input modalities, which could be then used for cross-modal retrieval [5] or recognition [2] . To simultaneously preserve the inter-and intra-modal consistency under the unsupervised fashion, we propose to reconstruct the modalities by given the joint representation, which actually treats DMF as an "encoder" and the reversed one as a "decoder", as shown in Fig. 3 .
EXPERIMENTS

Toy Example
In this section, following [1] , we first evaluate different fusion strategies (i.e., EMF, IMF, and DMF) on the MNIST dataset [13] . As the right and left half of the image jointly describe the same digit, they can be considered as two modalities [1] . To evaluate the ability in learning robust representation when faced with modalities with high uncertainty, we randomly set part of the right half to zeros at different levels, i.e., {0, 30%, 50%, 70%}. And we also compare these methods under different input conditions, i.e., left+right and right modality. Although EMF and IMF share the same unimodal paths as DMF, the additional shared pathway still leads to the growth of variable number (about 2-3 times larger). The increased variables are correlation learning-related, which means DM-F has greater potential in capturing the complex multimodal correlation beyond traditional multimodal network. Hence, DMF does not suffer from the intractable overfitting problem, but significantly outperforms the other two fusion strategies in different input conditions. Surprisingly, training much more parameters in DMF do not cost more time but less (similar in the following multimodal tasks), compared with classical fusion network, as shown in Fig. 4 . The noticeable performance comes from the multiple efficient learning paths of DMF. Specifically, each unimodal layer can receive multiple kinds of error propagated from different layers (Eq. 5) instead of the single error path of IMF (Eq. 2). Moreover, these learning paths also contribute to the efficient hierarchical supervision in DMF (Eq. 7 and Eq. 8). When one modality is badly damaged, the other reliable one can provide supervision information on different levels for it, while EMF and IMF only provide such information on the bottom and top layer, respectively. Hence, DMF still shows noticeable performance when we destroy one modality. These properties jointly contribute to the lower training loss, higher testing accuracy, and faster convergence of DMF. 
Audiovisual Speech Recognition
Audiovisual speech recognition is a classical task that makes use of the information from audio and visual modality to perform robust speech recognition. In this section, we compare DMF with Active Appearance Model (AAM) [14] , M-DAE [7] , MDBN [15] , Recurrent Temporal Multimodal RBM (RTMRBM) [2] , Conditional RBM (CRBM) [16] , and Cor-rRNN [17] . To be fair, we use the same discriminative model as MDAE and MDBN that employ the "encoder-decoder" framework and use SVM as the classifier. The same network architecture is also adopted except the shared pathway, which is [1024, 512, 256] . The experiments are conducted on the AVLetters2 dataset [18] . Similar with [2] , we use the letters spoken by four people for training and the rest for testing. Table 2 shows the results in accuracy. We can find that DMF shows significant improvement over the other ones. Moreover, when only the visual modality is available, DMF has a noticeable improvement. This is because DMF can establish efficient correlation between modalities in each layer, which helps to make one modality learn from the other one. Even so, the visual modality still lowers the performance of multimodal inputs to some extent, but it is a common situation [2] .
Cross-modal Retrieval
In this experiment, we focus on two cross-modal retrieval tasks, i.e., image2text (I2T) and text2image (T2I). We compare our model with four unsupervised methods, including C-CA [19] , CMFH (without binary constraint) [20] , LCFS [21] , and Corr-Full-AE [10] . The benchmark image-text dataset of Wiki is chosen for evaluation [19] . For each pair, the image modality is represented as 128-D SIFT descriptor histograms, and text is expressed as 10-D semantic vector. These pairs are annotated with one of 10 topic labels. In this paper, we choose 25% of the dataset as the query set and the rest for retrieval set. And we still use the "encoder-decoder" framework and reconstruct both modalities based on the query modality. As shown in Table 3 , it is obvious that DMF enjoys the best results among these methods. Specifically, Corr-Full-AE is similar as IMF, which attempts to capture the correlation between the middle layers of modality-specific networks. However, it aims to minimize the differences between the representations instead of learning the joint representation which makes it difficult to train and optimize. In contrast, DMF is easier to optimize and shows better performance. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to densely correlate representations of different modalities layer-by-layer, where the shared layer not only models the correlation in the current level but also depends on the lower one. Such dense fusion not only rewards it the advantages of early and intermediate fusion multimodal network but also the multiple learning paths that help to capture more complex correlation and accelerate convergence.
